
AN ANALYSIS OF THE THEME OF LOVE IN WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE

WORK

A look at love in Shakespeare's plays, including "Romeo and Juliet," and until he meets Juliet that he really understands
the meaning of love.

Themes are the fundamental and often universal ideas explored in a literary work. Our love and his view of
love are one and the same despite separation of time and space. Traditionally, sonnets transform women into
the most glorious creatures to walk the earth, whereas patrons become the noblest and bravest men the world
has ever known. Damrosch, p. We also see hands raising someone up, blessing and stroking. Dante, A.
References Craig et al. The importance of honor, for example, time and again results in brawls that disturb the
public peace. Scholars of the present generation now look at The Tempest with new eyes. Lee Jamieson has a
M. In Romeo and Juliet there are recurring images that contrast light and darkness, reflecting young love
doomed to death. They all have a universal theme, uses of figurative language, and other useful tools to make
his points all clear. The four most prominent are: appearance and reality; change; order and disorder; and
conflict. In a similar device employed in As You Like It, Shakespeare pits two different types of lovers against
each other. There was also a significant improvement in the arts too, such as sculpting, painting, drawing,
writing, and language developments. No human failing, foible or foolishness escapes his gentle, comedic
reproof. But the connection between love and violence requires further investigation. The human hand is used
both for cruelty and tenderness and we see images of physical cruelty with hands ripping and tearing, clawing
and wounding. One such alteration was the idea of individualism. Elsewhere the speaker calls love a disease as
a way of demonstrating the physical pain of emotional wounds. These movements have been fundamental to
change the course of poetry in and out of their eras. And yet, by heaven, I think my love rare As any she belied
with false compare. In contrast to tradition, Shakespeare addressed most of his sonnets to an unnamed young
man, possibly Wriothesly. Shakespeare takes the ideas and attitudes of other sonnets and twists them into his
own which goes against the habitual descriptions. Please take a moment to review this content! I have seen
roses demasked, red and white, But no such roses I see in her cheeks; And in some perfumes is there more
delight Than in the breath that from my mistress reeks.


